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where A. is a constant, our experimental result
limits the total branching ratio of the K+ into
this channel to be less than l.lx10

The vector-meson-dominant model'~' and
the g-pole model" both predict branching ra-
tios for K+ —m++y+y that are much lower than
the upper limits which we have been able to
set in this experiment.
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The total gravitational field energy functional is shown to have only one extremum un-
der variation of the metric field variables. At the extremum the energy vanishes and
space is Qat; second variation shows that the vacuum state is also a local minimum.

It has been increasingly recognized in recent
years that the gravitational field, as described
by general relativity, shares many of the ba-
sic physical properties of Lorentz-covariant
field theories, particularly of massless gauge
systems. Thus, asymptotically flat spaces,
which describe isolated physical systems, can
be assigned a well-defined total energy-momen-
tum P~, satisfying the physical requirement
that PW is covariant under Lorentz transfor-
mations and invariant under interior coordinate
transformations. ' The fact that the field is
self-coupled, i.e., that gravitational field en-
ergy is itself a source of the gravitational field,
is reflected in the nonlinear nature of the Ein-
stein equations, particularly of the constraints
that determine the energy. This is also the
reason that the following fundamental problem
had resisted solution until now: Is the total
energy of the gravitational field positive def-
initeY' The difficulty of this question is due

to the implicit nature of the Hamiltonian of the
theory —it can be given explicitly only as an

infinite series in the metric field variables.
On the other hand, an affirmative answer is
clearly essential for a satisfactory physical
interpretation of the theory.

In this Letter we regard the energy as a func-
tional of the gravitational field variables and
consider its variational properties under change
of geometry. We thereby establish that the
functional has only one extremum, flat space.
Further, the second variation about this "point"
—the energy of a weak field —is shown to be
positive. From these results, and to the ex-
tent that our functional behaves like a function
of a finite number of variables, 4 the positive-
ness problem is resolved in the affirmative:
The vacuum (absence of any field excitations)
is the lowest energy state, and, as a corollary,
vanishing energy implies flatness. W'e restrict
ourselves here to the source-free field, but
the proof holds also in the presence of normal
matter sources that have positive energy and
are minimally coupled to gravitation. We con-
sider here only "nonpathological" systems,
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i.e., systems with Euclidean topology which
can be reached from flat space by continuous
deformation. Also, we assume that in such
space at least one "minimal" hypersurface can
be introduced.

We begin with the definition of the usual mass
energy. ' For our purpose, it is adequate to
take it as the flux integral, ~

16wm = fdS. (g. . .—g. . .) = —)dS.(gg )
lj

Zjj2ZZ 2

over a closed two-surface at spatial infinity. '
The value of nz for any physical system is ob-
tained from its definition (1) by solving the four
Einstein constraint equations G& =0 for the rel-

evant metric components. This is in complete
analogy with electrodynamics, where the total
charge Q is defined by $E d5, while its value
for any system is obtained from the volume
integral fd'r p(r), because of the constraint
V ~ E = p. The Einstein constraints read'

0 -p ij g 2 i ijz -=6t-g (~ ~ =.,.~ )=0, ~ =-v.~ =o,
Zj

where S is the scalar curvature density of the
hypersurface t=0, mlj is a three-tensor densi-
ty related to the extrinsic curvature of this
hypersurface (it is essentially Bpg,j, the mo-
mentum conjugate to the field amplitude gij),
and v-=n . By (1) and (2) we may thus write
the total mass energy

16~m=-fd r[(R-g (v ~.. ——,n )+(g.. . .—g, . . .)]
3 Q lj J 2

2j l2jj lj»
3 p ij l k l k -1 ij, 2

d rg [g (I' I'. . -I" . I' . ) —g (7t v, 'n )]. .—-
kl Zj kZ lj Zj

(3)

Clearly we cannot simply vary m[gi, v'&] with respect to arbitrary changes fungi, 5&mil of the vari-
ables, since the four nonlinear contraints of Eq. (2) must be respected under variation in order to
compare only systems satisfying the Einstein equations. On the other hand, we cannot solve the R
constraint in closed form for a single "constraint" metric component. Instead, we add to 5~g j a
compensating 5~gij to guarantee that R =0 remains satisfied. The key to our procedure is the fact
that a 6~gij can be found which actually leaves m unaffected. Consider the variations

ijLg. . =5 g. .+4', 6 m =5m +5m
T ij n ij ij' T

where 5„gijis a normal, arbitrary variation vanishing faster than I/x at infinity, while e may (and
indeed must, as we shall see) vanish as slowly as 1/r The sign. ificance of the decomposition of 5Tg;.
is made apparent by writing

lm
T ij ij ij T lm

so that Q; is clearly traceless and has five components, while e is essentially the trace of 5Tg;j.
The hagi& are then unconstrained, but yield five equations upon varying. For simplicity in text, we

us e s ix Qz pij s instead, but the re suits are identical, with the redundant equation 8 = 0 entering the re-
by. Similarly, we have divided DT7tlj into an arbitrary part 5mljT which is divergenceless, and a
longitudinal part 5mzj~ which guarantees the maintenance of the constraints R& = 0 under the full vari-
ation of Eq. (4). From the corresponding variations of the quantities occurring in (3),

—5 f@d~x= 2f@(Rd~—r+8$Ve d5, —5 f(g . . .-g . . .)d~~=-8/v~ dg,ii, jj ij, ij

lj y 2 p 3 lj y 2 p 3
& f(v 7t'. ~n )g d r=2 e(w v. . -~n )g d y,lj Zj

'

it is easy to see that 5~m vanishes. Here the
explicit metric dependence of the terms involv-
ing mlj is fixed by the choice of the contravari-
ant tensor density m» as the basic variable.
The vanishing of 6&m occurs only at the con-

straint Ra= 0, and shows incidentally that the
energy of a physical system in general relativ-
ity is a (three-space) conformal invariant.

To assure that the R~ constraint remains sat-
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R -gg R+O(n)=0, w'=m =0.lj 1 ij 2 ijT ij
(8)

Here O(~') indicates terms quadratic in m'~ which
will vanish anyhow because of the other Euler
equations, mij =0. Thus there is only one ex-
tremum which lies at the "point" mij =O=Rij
(taking into account the constraints R0=0=Ri).
But this "point" is precisely flat space, ' since
the full curvature tensor R&~~p vanishes when-

isfied, we demand that 5TH =0. Using the for-
mulas

6 R=8V 'e —4Re, 6vg =6m/g,
g

we find that e must satisfy the Poisson equation9

2 ij 12
8V e —-6 [R g (n w. .-2w )]

g (6&g) zj

~ ~

+6,(w w . .-2m ). (6)
~Tv j

Here V&' is the covariant Laplacian for the base
metric g,j. Note that the solution e is indeed
necessarily O(1/x), and a linear functional of
6+g,&, 6m~&. [An alternate derivation of 6Tm
proceeds from its definition (1), which gives
directly 6m = -8fV'ed'r, with V'e given by (6).]
The variations 57t» must also be treated care-
fully as they must respect the R' constraints (2).
For this purpose we may invoke a recent ex-
plicit covariant solution~ of this transversal-
ity equation. Qne may write mij =7tzjT+mzjL
where Vjnzj'T -=0. The variation of the trans-
verse part 5mij T is thus free, while the three
variations 5mzj~ are determined by the three
conditions 5Rz = 0 as solutions of Poisson-like
equations in terms of 6gij. As was the case
for c, these need not be solved explicitly, since

3 -z 2jT L
6 ~,m=(&n) d ~g m 6m. .

6w ) 2j

(orthogonality of transverse and longitudinal
tensors) on the "minimal" surface m=0 whose
existence we are assuming (though of course
6me 0).

The total variation of the mass energy is then
effectively just

6 m=(6 g, .6/6g, . +6n 6/6n )m,
ijT ij

T n zj ij

where the last set of variations can be treat-
ed as entirely unconstrained. From Eq. (3)
the Euler-Lagrange equations for the extremum,
Gym = 0, are"

ever Rij and re vanish on a spacelike surface,
and Einstein's equations hold.

Finally, we must show that the extremum
is in fact an absolute minimum; this corresponds
to evaluating second variations of the energy
about flat space (weak-field excitations). Here
one must take into account the first-order re-
lations among the variations, particularly the
value of 6e/6„g» at the extremum. The term
6'm/6Tg, &6Tgf~, which involves the curvature
R, can be shown to be positive definite" '4 by
explicit variation and use of Eq. (6). The mixed
variations 6'm/6Zg "6Tmf~ clearly vanish atlj
mij =0, since m is quadratic in mij. This leaves
6 m/6Tw &6Tv, where m must include the2

variations 2fd'—r—g 'I'6m6m even though &= 0.
However, since Vj57Tzj =0 at mij =0 we may
fall back on the fact that at flat three-space
where rectangular coordinates (g,&

= 6,&) are
allowed, the form

1 ~ ~

fd xg [6 m 6 m'. .—2(6w) ]Tzj'
~ ~

is positive if & 6Tw» =0. (This integral is sim-
ply the kinetic energy in the linearized approx-
imation. ) Thus the energy of weak systems
is strictly positive, "and in fact has the trans-
parent form

—,'6 I „=fd r[,'(V6 -g ) +(6n ) ]~0 (9)
1 2 ~ 1 TT 2 TT

appropriate to a massless spin-2 particle, whose
variables are transverse traceless (TT) in the
flat-space sense.

Qur considerations hold for isolated systems,
i.e., for asympotically flat spaces [g&„-7I»
+O(1/r), s~g„~-O(r ') at t=0] with Euclid-
ean topology, and we have assumed that the
Poisson-type equation (6) (and a similar one
for 6wL) have global solutions. Also, it is im-
plicit in our variational process that we corn
pare only spaces which lie on the same func-
tional "branch" as flat space, and omit from
consideration any possible "pathological" spac-
es which do not reduce smoothly to flat space
in some suitable limit, such as a limit of de-
creasing field intensity. (It is probably only
for such systems that the notion of energy is
at all applicable or relevant. )

If, further, our variational results on m can
be taken to imply that this functional is posi-
tive, ~ they have the following implications:
The "free-field" energy of the full classical
Einstein theory has zero as its lowest value.
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This value is reached only by the vacuum state,
where there are no physical excitations (flat
space), and the single condition m =0 is equiv-
alent to the vanishing of the full curvature ten-
sor R»~p. These properties coincide with
those of all Lorentz-covariant systems consid-
ered in the rest of physics, and have obvious
relevance to quantization.
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